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With the popular of internet and development of net game, the legal protection of 
virtual property is more and more outstanding. Disputing about the legal nature of 
virtual property has always carrying out in the law scholars, and more and more cases 
about virtual property is appering everywhere. As lack of the standered point, 
different judges were made in the same cases. So the author choose virtual property as 
the object of study, and approve the criminalizing of offending virtual property. 
Chapter 1 analyses the concept and character of traditional property in criminal 
law, indicates that they can be managed impersonlly and valuable for owners. And 
then point the concept and character of virtual property in net, it should be changed as 
the time goes on. 
Chapter 2 is approving the criminalizing of offending virtual property. First we 
know that the virtual property belongs to property in the criminal law. And then it is 
urgent to criminalize because there is lack of portection in criminal law. At last we list 
the arcticle of criminal law home and abroad. 
Chapter 3 is about some retriction in criminalizing of offending virtual property, 
such as retriction in objcc of crime, the difference between accomplished offense and 
un accomplished, number of crime, and the main body of crimen. 
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第一章  网络虚拟财产界定 
 



























































若干问题的解释》第 1 条第 4 款的规定：“盗窃公私财物，既指有形物，也包括
电力、煤气、天然气、重要技术成果等无形财物，以及盗用他人长途电话帐号、
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